-------------------------------------------------------------------AC&C 2014 EDUCATION CLASSES
Woodcliff Hotel - First Floor
Sunday, May 4
Please plan to conclude your “Back To The 80’s” weekend by reserving some energy for Sunday morning’s Education/
Craft Classes. Come and benefit from instruction that helps you as an individual, quartet, and chorus from some of our
judges as well as our 1996 Queens "For Heaven's Sake"
We have two great sessions at the hotel, “early”, 10AM – 11AM, and “late”, from 11AM - 12 NOON. Our goal is to
provide you with a valuable learning experience & tools, on various topics, that you can take back and share with your
chapter and/or quartet.
Listed below are the names of our FOUR classes being offered!!! Be on the lookout for more detailed info to be provided
at AC&C! Thanks for your continued support!!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10 a.m.
=======
1. "Finding Your Middle Voice". Does your voice sound different in your lower range than in your higher
range? Do you often find it difficult to sing certain notes between your head and chest voice? This class will help
you identify your registers and will demonstrate exercises to help smooth the transition between head and chest
voice in order to create a unified voice throughout your range.
Instructor: Renee Tramack, Singing Judge
2. "Contest is Over...So Now What"? Choruses or quartets - - Please bring your judging evaluation notes, and we
will go over them and do some coaching under glass.
Instructor: For Heaven's Sake, 1996 Harmony International Quartet Champions
11 a.m.
=======
1. "How Not to Suck on Stage". Come to this class and learn all you need to know to improve those presentation
scores!
Instructor: Theresa Weatherbee, Presentation Judge
2. "Back to Basics". The most successful choruses and quartets execute the basics of good singing consistently
well. As singers and members of the chorus or quartet we are responsible for our personal development as a
singer. Where are you on your singing path? Take this opportunity to revisit the basics and go away with a plan
for your individual development.
Instructor: Alison Thompson, LABBS Singing Judge from England
** Reminder - Please send at least 2 members from each chapter to each class.**

